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The ABA Checklist Committee (CLC) publishes an annual report in the No-

vember/December issue of Birding. At irregular intervals, as here, Birding

publishes additional information on issues concerning the ABA Checklist.

During February 2013, the CLC finalized voting on
a proposal to add the Purple Swamphen (Porphyrio
porphyrio) to the ABA Checklist based on a naturalized
population found in Florida (Pranty et al. 2000,
Hardin et al. 2011, Pranty 2012, Greenlaw 2013). Fol-
lowing a 7–0 vote in August 2012 by members of the
Florida Ornithological Society Records Committee to
add the species to the Official Florida State Bird List,
the CLC voted 7–1 to accept the Purple Swamphen as
an established exotic. The dissenting CLC voter was
concerned that the swamphen population was not
large enough to be truly established; CLC rules allow
a species to be accepted with one dissenting vote. The
addition of Purple Swamphen raises to 977 the num-
ber of species on the ABA Checklist.

The CLC’s 2013 report will contain a capsule sum-
mary of the status of the Purple Swamphen in the ABA
Area, along with summaries of other CLC delibera-
tions since September 2012. This article presents in-

formation on aspects of the Purple Swamphen’s biol-
ogy in Florida in greater detail than can be provided in
the annual CLC report. It also emphasizes the peer-re-
viewed literature, with which many ABA members
may be unfamiliar. 

History
The ABA Area’s Purple Swamphens were discovered
in May 1998 in the SilverLakes development in Pem-
broke Pines, Florida, a city in Broward County that is
part of the Fort Lauderdale greater metropolitan area.
Pembroke Pines lies along the eastern edge of the re-
maining Everglades. The swamphens were believed to
have been present for about a year and a half prior to
that date; thus, texts often list December 1996 as the
date the swamphens in Florida were discovered
(Pranty et al. 2000, Pranty 2012).

It was initially suggested (Pranty and Schnitzius
1998) that the swamphens had escaped from Miami
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Learn more about Florida’s Purple Swamphens.
Read the original scientific papers, available
online at the ABA website: aba.org/biridng

Gallinules on steroids. That’s how ABA Checklist Committee Chairman Bill Pranty thinks
of Purple Swamphens. Pranty, an expert on exotic bird populations in the ABA Area, is
a prominent advocate for thinking and birding beyond a simple tick on a checklist.
Thanks to the diligent research of Pranty and his colleagues, the Purple Swamphen

is now countable on ABA lists. In this article, we are introduced to the strange,
troubling, and fascinating story of the Purple Swamphen. It’s a story that is still
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and understanding to the matter. Broward County,
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MetroZoo, which lost dozens of animals as a result
of Hurricane Andrew in 1992. However, MetroZoo
is 27 miles from Pembroke Pines, and the presumed
source of the swamphen population was later traced
to two aviculturists who lived less than 0.25 mile
from SilverLakes. These aviculturists, who collec-
tively owned as many as 13 pairs of swamphens, al-
lowed their captive swamphens to roam freely
around their neighborhoods beginning in 1992
(Pranty et al. 2000, Pranty 2012). The number of
birds that escaped initially probably was quite
small—neither aviculturist noticed any reduction
in the number of captive pairs—with probably
other swamphens escaping later and joining the
naturalized birds to eventually form the founding
flock.

Identification
Although populations differ in appearance, the Pur-
ple Swamphen is generally believed to consist of
one species; but see Gill and Donsker (2013) and
“Taxonomy,” below. Swamphens are characterized
by huge, stout bills and prominent frontal plates, stocky bod-
ies, and long legs. The Purple Swamphen is one of approxi-
mately 150 species in the Rallidae, the family of rails, crakes,
and coots. Swamphens have been assigned to the same genus
as the Purple Gallinule. Distinguishing Purple Swamphens
from Purple Gallinules—the only similar species in North
America—is straightforward: Think of swamphens as gallinules
on steroids.

Neither species is truly purple, but the plumage of gallinules
is more bluish–purple overall, whereas swamphens have gray-
ish heads. The back and wings of gallinules are greenish,
whereas those of swamphens vary from bright blue to dull
olive. Both species share prominent white undertail coverts,
which are often puffed out as the tail is raised and flicked when
the birds are excited. Soft-part coloration is also notably dis-
tinct: a thick, reddish bill, a reddish frontal plate, and pale red-
dish feet and legs with dark joints on the swamphen vs. a
much smaller, tricolored bill, pale azure frontal plate, and yel-
low legs and feet on the gallinule.

Juvenile swamphens are dusky overall with dusky bills, but

they possess the huge bill and frontal
shield that should prevent confusion
with juvenile gallinules. Like many
other rallids, swamphens have a var-
ied vocal repertoire, which has been
largely unstudied in Florida. The most
common call I have heard swamphens
utter is a loud, piercing creek! creek! I
have also heard calls resembling the
“giggling” notes of Common Galli-
nules and the “sputtering” notes of
American Coots. Various calls are ut-
tered by an extraordinarily tame
swamphen that I videotaped—and
even petted!—at Carnestown, in the
Big Cypress region of southwestern
Florida, in April 2002 <tinyurl.
com/Pranty-Swamphen-Video>.

A few North American field guides
include Purple Swamphens: the Na-
tional Geographic Society guide, sixth
edition (Dunn and Alderfer 2011); the

Smithsonian guide (Floyd 2008); and the Sibley guides (Sibley
2000, 2003). Note that Sibley’s illustration of the juvenile is
brown rather than dull purple, and the bill is shown as orange
rather than dusky (see “Taxonomy,” below); also, the adult
shown is one of the blue-headed, blue-backed subspecies, most
closely resembling the nominate race of Europe and northern
Africa (see “Taxonomy,” below, and both photos, p. 41).

Taxonomy
The taxonomy of Purple Swamphens is confused and compli-
cated. Plumage is variable across the extensive Old World
range of the species. More than 30 subspecies have been pro-
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This is a “bag” of a few of the 3,100+
Purple Swamphens shot during
a 27-month eradication campaign
sponsored by state of Florida. The
campaign was discontinued in De-
cember 2008 after it had become
clear that the swamphen population
was not being effectively reduced.
Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida;
November 2006. Photo by © Bill Pranty.

This adult Purple Swamphenwas photographed at Chapel Trail Nature
Preserve, one of the sites recommended to birders seeking the species;
see sidebar and map, pp. 44–45. Pembroke Pines, Broward County,
Florida; March 2011. Photo by © Kenneth Cole Schneider.



posed over the years, and some taxonomists have “split” these
among as many as six species (see the discussion in Sangster
1998). The International Ornithologists’ Union World Bird List
(Gill and Donsker 2013) recognizes two swamphen species:
the monotypic African Swamphen (Porphyrio madagascariensis)
of Africa and Madagascar, and the Purple Swamphen (P. por-
phyrio) of Eurasia and Australasia, comprising 12 subspecies.
Sangster (1998) recommended that the Purple Swamphen as
recognized by Gill and Donsker (2013) be split further to cre-
ate a total of five species: Western Swamphen (P. porphyrio) of
southwestern Europe and northwestern Africa; Gray-headed
Swamphen (P. poliocephalus) from Turkey to Thailand;
Black-backed Swamphen (P. viridus) from Burma to Borneo;
Philippine Swamphen (P. pulverulentus) of the Philippines;
and Australian Swamphen (P. melanotus) from Sulawesi
through Australia, New Guinea, and New Zealand to
Samoa. Sangster (1998) considers P. poliocephalus—Gray-
headed Swamphen—to be monotypic, subsuming the pre-
viously recognized subspecies seistanicus, caspius, and
bemmeleni. Based on specimen and DNA evidence, the Pur-
ple Swamphens in Florida are poliocephalus (Kratter et al.
2002, Pranty 2012; D. Williams, unpublished data).

Swamphen plumage in Florida is fairly variable. Although
most adults are gray headed, other adults are blue headed—
some brightly so—leading to suggestions that more than
one (sub)species may be present (Pranty et al. 2000, Pranty
2012). Supporting this hypothesis was the report that one
of the two Pembroke Pines aviculturists mentioned above
owned a “mixed pair” of swamphens (a gray-headed male
and a blue-headed female) that produced numerous young
(Pranty et al. 2000). However, recent, as-yet-unpublished
DNA analysis of blood samples from Florida (a sample of

309 swamphens) shows very low genetic diversity, as would be
expected from a small founding population (D. Williams, un-
published data). Furthermore, the genetic data are consistent
with the gray-headed (sub)species poliocephalus (D. Williams,
unpublished data). Interestingly, Williams’ unpublished ge-
netic study found that swamphen head color was highly cor-
related with sex, with most blue-headed individuals re-
presenting females and most gray-headed birds being males
(D. Williams unpublished data)—a situation that mirrors the
story of the “mixed” captive pair.

Population Expansion
From the few swamphens believed to have “walked away”
from their owners sometime in the 1990s, the naturalized pop-
ulation increased rapidly, in both size and range. By February
1999, 135 swamphens were counted in a small area of Pem-
broke Pines (Pranty 2000). This total made it clear that the
swamphens were breeding prolifically, and suggested that they
had been present for more than a year prior to their discovery
around December 1996 (Pranty 2012). The first swamphen to
disperse from Pembroke Pines was found at Wakodahatchee
Wetlands in Palm Beach County, 42 miles away, in June 2000
(Pranty 2001). Within six years, swamphens had spread to
several Everglades restoration sites to the west and north of
Pembroke Pines (Hardin et al. 2011, Pranty 2012).

In October 2006, an eradication program using shotguns
and airboats was initiated by two state agencies. The program
was attempted because of “potential depredation on and com-
petition with native species” and “potential negative impacts to
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This African Swamphen (considered by Gill and Donsker 2013 to
be a full species) was found in Bermuda in October 2009, and is
considered to be a naturally occurring vagrant. If it did not receive
ship assistance, the bird flew at least 4,000 miles from the Old
World. This bird is an African Swamphen, rather than a Purple
Swamphen (sensu stricto), because of the greenish tinge to the
wings and back; these are bluish on swamphens in Florida.
Bernard Park, Bermuda; October 2009. Photo by ©Neal Morris.

This juvenile poliocephalus Purple Swamphen has dusky plumage and a
dusky bill and frontal shield. Compare this photo with the illustration of
the juvenile swamphen in David Sibley’s guides. SilverLakes, Pembroke
Pines, Broward County, Florida; October 1998. Photo by © Bill Pranty.
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vegetation” planted in wetland restoration sites (empha-
sis mine), and because the swamphen population was be-
lieved to be localized and relatively small (Hardin et al.
2011). Over the next 27 months, an impressive 3,187
swamphens were shot at seven sites in southern Florida
(Hardin et al. 2011, Pranty 2012).

The eradication program was discontinued in Decem-
ber 2008 when it became clear that the swamphen pop-
ulation was not being reduced sufficiently (Hardin et al.
2011). Even during the eradication effort, swamphens
continued to expand their range; by 2011, they were
known from 30 different sites in Florida—and from one
site at Glennville, Georgia, about 423 miles from Pembroke
Pines (Blankenship and Southern 2012, Pranty 2012). It will
be interesting to see how far north Purple Swamphens may
colonize, and whether they become partially migratory in re-
sponse to freezing temperatures. In their native range,
swamphens are not migratory, but individuals can disperse
hundreds of miles in response to changes in local water levels.

Habitat
Purple Swamphens occupy a variety of still or slow-flowing,
shallow freshwater habitats such as lakes and lakeshores,
ponds, marshes, sloughs, and canals. Wetlands occupied in
Florida are composed predominantly of open glades of Gulf
Coast spikerush (Eleocharis cellulose), Jamaica swamp sawgrass
(Cladium jamaicense), arrowhead (Sagittaria spp.), pickerel-
weed (Pontederia cordata), and water lily (Nymphaea spp.) in-

terspersed with stands of cattail (Typha latifolia and T. domin-
gensis) and Carolina willow (Salix caroliniana; Pranty et al.
2000, Hardin et al. 2011, Pranty 2012). Some of the Ever-
glades restoration sites known as Stormwater Treatment Areas
(STAs) have been extensively planted with rice (Oryza sativa)
to benefit waterfowl and waterfowl hunters, and these STAs
support by far the largest swamphen numbers in Florida
(Hardin et al. 2011); see photo, p. 44.

Behavior
Purple Swamphens spend most of their time on land or in
shallow water, but they can climb to the tops of cattail clumps
to feed; in their native range, they are reported to occasionally
climb low trees (Cramp et al. 1980). When threatened, they
run quickly into cover or fly off strongly with their legs dan-
gling below. Swamphens seldom swim. They are primarily
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Shown here is Purple Swamphen habitat in the SilverLakes development at Pembroke Pines, Broward County, Florida. Pembroke Pines, a city within the
greater Fort Lauderdale area, is the site of the release and original discovery of the expanding swamphen population in Florida. Pembroke Pines lies
along the eastern edge of the remaining Everglades, allowing easy colonization by swamphens of native and restored wetlands in southern Florida.

Because the city is built on “reclaimed” former Everglades marshland, mitigation rules required developers to create artificial wetlands to
control stormwater runoff, for aesthetics, and to provide wildlife habitat. Despite being in an extensively suburbanized environment,

wetlands at SilverLakes and adjacent developments provide habitat for many species of birds—including Purple Swamphens.
Habitats shown are a mosaic of low-stature glades of Gulf Coast spikerush, other freshwater plants such as pickerelweed,

water lily, and cattails, and open water.

Photo by © Bill Pranty. 

These four adult Purple Swamphens are of the gray-headed subspecies
poliocephalus, considered a distinct species by some taxonomists. They are
shown here standing in shallow glades of Gulf Coast spikerush. SilverLakes,
Pembroke Pines, Broward County, Florida; October 1998. Photo by © Bill Pranty.



vegetarians, although individuals
may also feed on a variety of small
animal prey such as mollusks,
leeches, crabs, fish, frogs, birds
and their eggs, and rodents (del
Hoyo et al. 1996).

Food habits in Florida are little
studied; stomachs of some
swamphens shot in the STAs were
nearly bursting with rice grains;
other swamphens had fed on cat-
tail fibers and other vegetation
(Pranty 2012). Swamphens in
suburban Pembroke Pines have
been observed to feed primarily
on spikerush stems and tubers,
along with worms, commercial
bird seed, and human food such as peas, watermelon rinds,
and cooked pasta (Pranty et al. 2000). The birds use their bill
to cut off a stem, then grasp the stem with one foot to feed.

Although little studied, interactions between swamphens

and native aquatic species appear to be few
and minor (Pranty et al. 2000, Hardin et al.
2011). One swamphen in Florida was re-
ported to be carrying “an unidentified chick
in its bill” (Hardin et al. 2011). Likely preda-
tors of swamphens in Florida include Amer-
ican alligator (Alligator mississippiensis),
snakes, mammals, and birds (Pranty 2012);
one Great Blue Heron at Pembroke Pines was
seen capturing a swamphen chick (Pranty et
al. 2000).

Probably because of mild temperatures,
Purple Swamphens in Florida may breed year
round; chicks have been observed during all
months except June, September, November,
and December (Pranty 2012). The captive
swamphens owned by aviculturists produced

two or three broods each year (Pranty et al. 2000), and the
naturalized population probably is similarly prolific. Nests are
a mound of vegetation built above the waterline. Two to seven
eggs constitute a clutch, with poliocephalus producing more
eggs than other subspecies (del Hoyo et al. 1996). Eggs are
white or pale buff, variably marked with brown or gray
splotches. Some subspecies are monogamous, but other sub-
species—including poliocephalus—are communal, and melan-
otos of Australia and New Zealand is polygynous (Cramp et al.
1980). Sexual maturity is reached after one or two years.

Other Reports and Records
First, a note of terminology. The term “record” is used here to
refer to data supported by photos, specimens, or audio record-
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These two scenes show extensive marshes that are the result of nu-
trient-rich runoff from nearby agricultural fields, causing massive
alteration of the vegetative community formerly present. In the
foreground of the main image are spikerush glades that show
the effects of “grazing” by Purple Swamphens. When feeding, a
swamphen uses its bill to cut off a plant stem, then holds the stem
in one foot while eating it. Swamphens grazing these glades appear
to have cut off many spikerush stems (inset photo) to feed on
the soft interior tissue while discarding the outer shell. Effects of
swamphen grazing on this habitat is unknown, but the behavior
appears to be localized and limited to small areas. Lake Okeechobee,
Glades County, Florida; December 2011. Photo by © Paul N. Gray.

This presumed Purple Swamphen (with a juve-
nile Common Gallinule) provides the first and only
record from Georgia. The bird is believed to have
been a disperser from the southern Florida popu-
lation, but a local escapee cannot be ruled out:
Glennville is close to a U.S. Army reservation that
was a base for soldiers extensively involved in the
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Also possible is that
the bird is an African Swamphen; note the green-
ish tinge on the wings. Further critical evaluation
of this interesting record is needed. Glennville,
Tatt-nall County, Georgia; November 2009. Photo by
©Gene Wilkinson.
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ings; “report” refers to sightings
not supported by such evidence.

The Purple Swamphens in
Florida appear to be the first in the
Western Hemisphere to have been
photographed. A previous report
involved a swamphen perhaps
“from one of the Middle Eastern
subspecies” found at Wilmington,
Delaware in December 1990
(Boyle et al. 1991), which some
believed might have been associ-
ated with a naval vessel returning
from the Persian Gulf. I suspect
that the Georgia record mentioned
previously represents a dispersal
from the Florida population, al-
though a local escapee cannot be
ruled out, as Glennville is just out-
side Fort Stewart, which houses
the U.S. Army’s 3rd Infantry Divi-
sion that has been extensively in-
volved in the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Yet another possibil-
ity is that the Georgia bird was a naturally occurring vagrant
from the Old World; see photo, p. 43, top. In this regard, it is
worth noting that a swamphen photographed at Bernard Park,
Bermuda, during October–November 2009 (Norton et al.
2010) was considered to be an African Swamphen that po-
tentially traveled at least 4,000 miles across the Atlantic Ocean;
see photo, p. 41, top.

Interestingly, Purple Swamphens are native to the U.S. ter-
ritories of American Samoa, Baker and Howland islands,
Guam, and the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands; as such
they are a protected species under the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act (USFWS 2008). However, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv-

ice (USFWS 2010) amended its rule to allow the removal of
swamphens where they are not native, which legalized the
shooting by authorized personnel of swamphens in Florida—
but note that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service rule was
passed four years after the eradication effort in Florida began,
and two years after it ended!
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What are the prospects for the Purple Swamphen (shown here with Common Gallinules, Greater Yellowlegs, and a dowitcher)? Will its
presence in Florida be benign, or will the swamphen pose genuine hazards to native species and habitats? Birders can help answer these
questions by continuing to carefully document swamphens in the ABA Area. Everglades Agricultural Area, Palm Beach County, Florida;
September 2009. Photo by © Elise V. Pearlstine.

Map by Kei Sochi.
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Finding Purple Swamphens
All easily accessed sites in Florida are in Broward and Palm Beach counties, home to the Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach metropolitan areas, respectively. The
following five sites are worth visiting, but occupancy by swamphens depends on water levels, which can change rapidly. All of these sites are publicly owned and
accessible during daylight hours; no site charges a fee. See the map on p. 44 for a key to these locations.

1 • Chapel Trail Nature Preserve is a wetlands mitigation site in Pembroke Pines, Broward County. This city park has a nature trail through restored marsh habi-
tats. DIRECTIONS: From I-75 about 17 miles northwest of Miami International Airport, head west on Sheridan Street 3.8 miles to the entrance on the south side of
the road (just beyond the traffic light at NW 196th Avenue).

2 • Southwest Regional Library pond is another wetlands mitigation site in Pembroke Pines. It too has a (short) boardwalk through restored marsh habitats.
Swamphens, which used to be common here, are now often missed. DIRECTIONS: From Chapel Trail Nature Preserve (1), travel east on Sheridan Street 2.5 miles to
Jaguar Way and turn north into the parking lot. The entrance is to the east. This site is 1.2 miles west of I-75.

3 • Tamarac Commerce Park is in the city of Tamarac, Broward County, about 12 miles northeast of Pembroke Pines. The park has several wetlands, at least one
of which supports swamphens. DIRECTIONS: Take I-75 north, then continue north on Sawgrass Expressway to State Road 870 (Commercial Boulevard) in Tamarac.
Exit and head east 0.3 miles to Hiatus Road. Head north 0.8 miles to NW 67th Street and park in a lot to the east. Do not enter the parking lot of City Furniture to the
west. The pond is at the southwestern corner of these two roads; the best swamphen habitat is at the northern end of the pond.

4 • Stormwater Treatment Area (STA) 1 East lies along the northern border of Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge, about midway be-
tween Lake Okeechobee and West Palm Beach in Palm Beach County. It is former agricultural land converted to a series of marshes to filter phosphorus out of water
before its discharge into the Everglades. Only a small part of the STA is accessible. DIRECTIONS: From Florida’s Turnpike, exit onto U.S. Highway 98–State Road 80
and head west 11.3 miles to the entrance on the south side of the highway; a median cut leads directly to the entrance. Cross the bridge and park in the lot, then
walk up the berm. During periods of low water, you can walk out onto lower berms that head south.

5 • Stormwater Treatment Area 1 West is a short distance from STA 1 East, on the opposite side of Loxahatchee Refuge. It is similar to STA 1 East, except that it
has a very short boardwalk along the marsh. DIRECTIONS: From STA 1 East, head west on U.S. Highway 98–State Road 80, 2.2 miles to County Road 880. Turn left
and head southwest, then west 2.7 miles to the entrance on the south side. Park in the lot and walk across the bridge to the overlook and boardwalk.


